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Abstract: In now days,we are facing various challenging global problems due to use of conventional source of energy(fossile 
fuel) in our transportation system.Solar energy is clean source of energy available in large amount and alternate option to fossile 
fuel.Indian Railway Endeavouring to use solar energy is for their versatile use in many aspects.currently Indian railway is 
running two trains one is in delhi from sarai ruhillah to farukh nagar in hariyana since July 14,2017. is first solar powered 
train.second one is “Himalaya queen” from kalka to Shimla.In these train static solar panels are mounted on rooftop to convert 
solar irradiation to electrical energy for giving needed power supply to run train.solar energy is clean source of energy helping 
us to alive in sustainable,ecofriendly manner.panel mounted on rooftop of these trains are static so that solar irradiation incident 
on them are not perpendicular all time with movement of train.therefore they generate less power than when panel mounted on 
rooftop are able to change direction in 2D manner with changing direction of solar irradiation so that incident irradiation are 
always perpendicular to them. 
Keywords: PV-photovoltaic panel,  2D- 2 diemensional, 
 

I. SOLAR TRAIN 
A Solar train is a train that is run by electric power generated by photovoltaic panel in presence of solar irradiation.solar can be 
power from directly solar irradiation or by battery available for backup in case of emergency.these batteries can be charge by solar 
panels or by other source of supply.various research project are in development mode.UK’s community energy south and network 
rail working together on world first solar powered track.which came alive in agust 2019. 
 
A. Why to Going for Solar Powered train Instead of Fossile fuel Based Train 
Todays all of trains are running by hydrocarbon base fuel or by power generated by coal based thermal power plant.these 
conventional scource of energy will end in coming days.so we need a alternative clean source of energy.solar energy are clean not 
have any pollutants emission and green house gases.so that it is not harmful to our health and helping us to fight against climate 
change globally. 
 

II. LHB COACH DIEMENSIONS AND PV PANEL POWER RATING 
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Panel Diemensions And Power Rating 

 
 

III. CALCULATION 
Length of one LHB coach = 22 meter (aprxmt) 
Width of one LHB coach  = 3 meter   (aprxmt) 
Area available                   =  66 meter2 

Area of 21 LHB coach      = 21×66 
                                           = 1386 meter2 

One panel area                   = length × width of panel 
                                           = 2.009 × 1.003 
                                           = 2.01 meter2 

Number of panels we can install on 21 coaches = 1386/2.01 
                                                                            = 689.55 
Maximum power generation by these panels     = 689 × peak power of panel 
                                                                            = 689 ×400 watt 
                                                                            = 275600 watt 
                                                                             = 275.6 kw 
We know 820 kwhr energy is needed to cover distance of 100km so that 275.6 kwhr is very less. 
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IV. POWER GENERATION (FIXED MOUNT VS DUAL MOUNT) 

 
 

From above data we can see by using dual axis tracker we can increase power generation  approximately by 25%.so by calculation 
275.6 +25% of 275.6 = 344.5 k watt 

344.5 kwatt is also less from 821 kwatt which is needed to run 100 km.by using dual axis tracker generation is increased by not 
enough to run train independently. 

 
V. EMBRYONIC DEVELOPMENT 

From above calculation we can see that power generation is not sufficient to run train without using other source of power 
generation.we need to increase efiiciency of solar panel from present 17-20 % to 80-90 %.in present a lot of research work has been 
carried out to increase efficiency.but it may not become possible in near future to achieve it. 
Efficiency of some most efiicient pv panel 

Vikram somera p duplex = 19.76% 
                                             Waree arka series            = 19.87% 

From above calculation we know that we need more solar power with limitation of efficiency of solar panels.so we need to mount 
more panels to more power generation. limited space is available on coaches of train therefore we can not mount more panels on 
them. instead on roof of coaches we can mount on track. sleepers are use below of track they are made of concrete. 
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if we can replace them by pv panels with make of same strength as concrete have we can generate sufficient amount of 
power.because Indian railway have 67,368 km length of railway line. Indian railway have asias largest railway network.and large 
length of railway remain always open so solar irradiation is always incident on it.we can use sleepers of track in this way to full 
capacity for needed power generation.these sleepers are horizolntal so that we will calculate solar irradiation on horizolntal 
surface.Type equation here. 

A. Formula For Calculation Of Solar Irradiation  
Solar beam flux incident angle is function of various solar geometric angle. 
  ϴ = f ( ϴz ,ϕ,ϒ,Ꞷ,ꞵ,δ, a ϒs)Type equation here. 
                                              Where 
                                                                ϴz  = zenith angle 
                                                                Φ  = latitude angle 
                                                                ϒ = surface azimuthal angle 
                                                                ϒs=  solar azimuthal angle 
                                                                Ꞷ = hour angle 

                                                                 ꞵ = slop tilt angle 
                                                                 δ = declination angle 
                                                                 a = altitude angle 
cos휃=sin∅(sin훿 cos훽 +
 cos 훿 cos 훾 cos휔 sin훽)+cos∅(푐표푠훿 cosωcosβ − sinδ cosγ sinβ) + cosδ sinγ sinω sinβ  
For horizontal surface = 0 , 휃 = 휃z 

Cos휃z = sin∅ sin훿 + cos∅cos훿cos휔 
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Relationship between hourly global,beam and diffuse radiation  
                 Ig= Ib +Id  
                 Ib = Ibn cos휃z 

                           Ig = Ibncos휃z + Id 

Ashrae model it is postulated that  
                  Ibn =A푒 /  
                  Id = CIbn 

Where A,B and C are constants whose value are determined on month wise basis. 
 

°  
 
We will calculate value of hourly global irradiation between 10:00 am to 14:00 pm on 21st April,2020 at Bhopal 
(23°12N,72°26S)  location. 
When we convert latitude in proper angle 12 minute will be = 12/60° 
                                                                                                 = .20° 
So that 23°12N = 23.20° 
And declination angle 훿 = 23.45sin[360/365(284+n)] where n is nth day in year 
For 21st April 2020 its value is n = 112 
                  So that δ = 11.91° 
For horizontal cos휃z = sin∅sin훿 + cos∅cos훿cos휔 
Where ∅ latitude angle = 23.20° 
            훿 declination angle = 11.91° 
            So that cos휃z  = sin23.20°sin11.91°+cos23.20°cos11.91°cos휔  
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At 12:00 noon,11:30am,10:30am,12:30pm,13:30pm 휔 = 0°,7.5°,22.5°,7.5°,22.5° 
                        Cos휃z = .39×.20 + .91×.97 cos휔 
                                   = .078 + .88 cos휔  
                   Values of cos휃z at 휔 = 0,-7.5°,-22.5°,7.5°,22.5° 
                   Respectively  .958, .948, .878, .948, .878 
         At 21st April 2020 value of A,B,C respectively 1130 w/m2 ,0.164 , 0.120 
                 Ibn =  Aexp(-B/cos휃z) 
                  Ibn = 1130 exp(-0.164/.958) = 951.46 w/m2  at 휃z = 0°  
                  Ibn = 1130 exp(-0.164/.948) = 950.3. w/m2   at 휃z = -7.5° 
                  Ibn = 1130 exp(-0.164/.878) = 937.9 w/m2      at 휃z = -22.5°  
                    Similarly at 휃z = 7.5° Ibn = 950.3 w/m2  

                                        휃z = 22.5° Ibn = 937.9 w/m2 

                   Ig = Ibn Cos휃z + Id 

                              Id = CIbn 

                              Id is 114.17,114.03,112.54,114.03,112.54 for values of 휃z 

 
 
                    Ig = 1065.63 w/m2 at 휃z =0° 
                       = 1055.77 w/m2 at 휃z = -7.5° 
                       = 978.22 w/m2    at 휃z = -22.5° 
                       = 1055.77 w/m2 at 휃z = 7.5° 
                       = 978.22 w/m2 at 휃z =22.5° 

VI. METHODOLOGY 
Previously we saw how i calculated generation from static solar panel mounted on train.they are generation enough power to run 
train.then a idea came to my mind why we can not mount solar panel on sleepers of track.they are all horizontal remain open to solar 
radiation all day time.by ASHRAE model I calculate hourly solar irradiance in Bhopal than by using these data I will calculate 
generation in particular length of track by considering each sleeper as photovoltaic panel. 
 

VII. RESULT 
Length of sleeper = 1.35 m 
Width of sleeper  = .25 m 
Area of sleeper    = 1.35m × .25m 
                             = .3375 m2 

So total global radiation on 21 april 2020 from 10:00 am to 14:00 pm 
                              =2(1055.77+978.22) w/m2 

                              = 4067.98 w/m2 

Solar irradiation on  one sleeper = 4067.98w/m2  × .3375 m2 

                                                    = 1372.94 w 
Waaree solaar model wsd-400 have efficiency of solar panel = 20.17% 
So that generation from sleeper from 10:00 am to 14:00 pm is 
                                                      = 1372.94 × 20.17/100 w 
                                                      = 276.92 w 
1km length of Indian railway have approximate 1818 number of sleepers. 
So that generation from sleepers of 1km length is = 1818 ×  276.92w 
                                                                                = 503440.56 w 
                                                                                 = 503.440 kw (10:00 am to 12:00 pm) 
 This power generation is enough to run train independently and surplus power can be store for dark hours to night. 
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VIII. CONCLUSION 
Our concept of solar train is good but power generation is not enough to run train completely without using other source of power. 
instead of it by setting up power plant on land we can generate enough power to run train and can store surplus generated power for 
dark hour duty. And sleepers of track are good to use them as source of generation of power  by mounting pv panel on them.by this 
amount of power we can meet reduction in carbon footprint by reducing dependency on diesel for end on generation. today 
efficiency of solar panels are much less, hence this is our first step towards finding of full ecofriendly transportation system in future 
by scientific advancement in harnessing green energy. sustainable transport is a road for sustainable development and a means by 
which people can access what they need to live full and without affecting their fulfilled lives. All actors governments, business, civil 
society, and individuals must make a genuine, true commitment to transforming the transport system in terms of individual and 
collective travel and freight into one that is safe, affordable, accessible, efficient, and resilient, reliable , while minimizing carbon 
and other emissions and environmental impacts. This report explores needed actions that can effectively bring about these 
transformation. 
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